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13 claims. (c1. 17o-135.24) 

This invention relates to aerodynamic propellers and 
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15 
more particularly to propellers having a variable effective 
camber. 
The aerodynamic design of :aircraft propeller blades 

generally involves some degree of compromise, since the 
blade configuration for optimum performance varies sig 
niñcantly from one operating condition to another. Past 
propeller design practice has been‘to tailor the blade 
design for near optimum performance at the most im 
portant flight condition, such Vas normal cruise', while 
attempting to minimize performance losses at off-design 
iiight conditions and maintain minimum propeller weight. 
However, recent aircraft design trends have posed more 
stringent propeller performance requirements, such thatI 
near optimum propeller performance is required at more 
than one operating condition with increasing emphasis 
on take-oit Vand climb performance.4 

Although increase in propeller diameter is most effec 
tive in providing improved take-oiî and climb perform 
ance, `this introduces serious Weight penalties and also 
_results in too large a propeller for cruise‘operation with 
consequent . significant losses in cruise eiiioiency. An 
other means of improving propeller performance in take 
oif and climb is to utilizeblade airfoil sections of higher 
camber. Although this does not adversely aifect propel 

i ler weight, the high-cambered blades exhibit much greater 
losses in cruise eiiiciency than those resulting .from diam 
eter increase. A v n - . 

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide a 
propeller blade arrangement whereby a high effective 
camber is provided for take-off conditions anda low 
effective camber is provided for the cruise condition. 

It is Ía further object of this invention to provide. a 
propeller of this type having two banks of blades with 
each blade of one bank cooperating with a blade of 
the next bank fsopas to form together cooperating ele 
ments of one effective airfoil for take-olf and two sep 
arate airfoil elements for cruise. The eiîective camber 
can be changed by changing the relative pitch between 
the blades. f 

These and other objects of this invention will become 
readily apparent from the following detailed description 
.of the drawings in which: 

Figs. l and 2 are airfoil sections showing the air flow 
for low cambered sections in the cruise and take-off 
positions; ' ` ’ 

Figs. 3 and 4 are airfoil sections for a high camber 
airfoil in the cruise _and take-ott positions; 
` Figs. 5 and 6 show airfoils yaccording to this invention 
and the flow thereover in the take-offV and cruise posi 
tions, respectively; p 

Fig. 7 is a side elevation of a typical 
,according to this invention; ` 

Fig. `8 is a front View of Fig. 7; 
Fig. 8a is a section taken along the lines ySaz-8a of 

Fig. 8; ` 

two-“bank propeller 

Fig. `9 is a top view of a typical-blade section indicat- 
V ing the-take-otf position of the blades; 
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Fig. 10 is similar to Fig. 9 but illustrates an inter 

mediate setting ofthe blades; and 
Fig. 11 is similar to Figs. 9 and l0 indicating the cruise 

setting of the blades. Y ’ . 

The basis of this invention stems from a comprehensive 
understanding of the nature of the blade air iloW pat 
terns for optimum propeller performance and the concep 
tion of a unique arrangement of blades which would 
permit the achievement of such optimum blade air flow 
patterns under varying ilight conditions, without intro 
ducing any appreciable increase in mechanical or struc 
tural complexities beyond those of conventional, variable 
pitch aircraft propellers. . , 

Referring to Figs. 1 and l2 the low cambered airfoil 
10 is shown in theV cruise and take-olf positions, respec 
tively. It is herein illustrated that the air flow patterns 
across a representative blade element of a conventional 
10W cambered propeller designed for optimum cruise per 
formance does not perform effectively at take-olf. Thus, 
with such a design a minimum of flow disturbance and 
corresponding high eiiiciency is obtained for cruise. How 
ever, this airfoil is no longer favorably oriented to the 
relative wind when the pitch is adjusted to permit maxi 
mum engine output for take-off. Accordingly, the air 
ñow across the blade elements experiences considerable 
disturbance with resultant poor propeller performance in 
take-off. v » , 

Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate a means for alleviating this take 
oif performance deficiency by utilizing high cambered 
blades 12. It is a quite generally accepted aerodynamic 
principlethat the high cambered airfoil can produce a 
large turning of the air ñow, and consequent high lift, 
with a minimum of flow disturbance. Conversely, how 
ever, the high cambered blade coníiguration is less favor 
able for the low litt requirement at cruise where it is 
characterized by greater flow disturbance. 
The present invention relates to a unique arrangement 

of blades in an aircraft propeller such that automatic 
'Variation ofeffective camber of the blade airfoils is 
achieved by and simultaneous with the normal blade pitch 
variation associated with maintaining constant propeller 
speed under’varying aircraft flight conditions. Thus, this 
invention is compatible with any type of electrical, hy 
draulic or mechanical mechanisms such as are utilized 
to achieve constant speed variable pitch operation in' con 
ventional aircraft propellers. 

This invention requires a change from the conven 
tional equally spaced, coplanar arrangement of blades to 
one with at least two banks of blades ̀ and a relative angu 
lar indexing.. of blades between banks such that there is 
an optimum alignment of blades in cruise represented 
by the pairing of one blade from one bank with a cor 
responding cooperating blade ín the next bank. 

Thus, referring to Fig. 5, for example, `according'to 
this invention a blade 16 of one bank cooperates with a 
rear blade ‘.18 of the rear bank. At take-oit position 
the blades 16 and 18 present to the oncoming airstream a 
substantially continuous airfoil having a relatively high 
effective camber. The airfoil 18 is at a higher angle rela 
tive to the planeof rotation than the airfoil 16. There 
fore, the airfoil 18‘will be turning the air an increased 
amount over that caused by the airfoil 16. Were the air 
foil 18 operating independently at this higher pitch set 
ting, it would experience too large an angle of attack of 
the airstream with consequent separation of ñow and poor 
performance. However, the turning of the air by the _up 
stream »airfoil 16 is sufficient to align the air efficiently 
»with the airfoil 18. Thus, in the takeoiî position the air 
foils 16 and '18 together form a streamlined body of 
relatively high camber. In a typical embodiment of this 
invention the airfoillß is ñxed while the airfoil -16 is 
of variable pitch. lf the high cambered combined airfoil 
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unit 16, 18 is presented to the oncoming airstream dur 
ing high forward flight speeds as in the cruise condition, 
the drag of this unit would be excessive. 

Therefore, as shown in Fig. 6 the airfoil 16a has the 
pitch thereof varied to a higher pitch position such that its 
chord forms an angle with the plane of rotation which is 
substantially identical with or slightly lower than the 
angle which is formed by the chord of airfoil 18a with 
the plane of rotation. The determination of the optimum 
relative pitch setting for the cruise condition is dependent 
on the amount of airfoil camber incorporating in the in 
dividual blades, such that increased airfoil camber will 
require increased difference in pitch setting between the 
banks of blades. In this position the chords of the air 
foils 16a and 18a are substantially parallel and at sub 
stantially the same angle relative to the plane of rotation. 
In this position the air llow of the forward airfoil 16a is 
not sutliciently affected so as to disturb the flow ap 
proaching the airfoil d8a. In this position airfoils 16a 
and 18a act like a pair of separate air foils having low 
camber and a relatively high pitch angle. It is thus evi 
dent that the drag at cruise will be substantially lower 
than a high cambered airfoil while at take-off the added 
lift of an effectively high cambered airfoil is obtained. 
A typical embodiment of this invention is illustrated in 

Fig. 7. As shown herein the propeller includes a hub 
unit 20 carrying two banks of blades 16 and 18 with the 
blades of one bank being immediately behind the blades 
of the other bank. As shown herein, a power plant 22 
may drive the propeller about its axis of rotation and a 
governor 24, as well known in the art, may control a 
pitch changing mechanism in the dome 26. The pitch 
changing mechanism in the dome 26 in this embodiment 
is intended to vary the pitch only of the front bank which 
includes-the blades 1‘6. The blades 18 are ñXed at a rela 
tively high positive pitch which corresponds to the cruise 
pitch position for the aircraft. 
The alignment of these blades is more clearly shown in 

Figs. 9 through 1l. 
As seen in Figs. 8 and 8a the blades of one bank are 

indexed about the axis of rotation relative to the blades 
of another bank a predetermined amount. As shown, the 
index angle is formed by lines representing the pitch 
changing axes of the blades. Thus, the indexing angle 
between adjacent blades will not exceed approximately 
35°. Outside of this range the etîect of one blade will 
not be sufficient to significantly vary the flow over the 
next adjacent blade. This indexing is further dependent 
upon the blade twist and the fore and aft spacing of 
each of the banks of blades. Blade twist may be de 
fined as a continuous decrease in pitch of each blade be 
tween the inboard and outboard end. 

Further, as seen in Figs. 8 and 8a, the trailing edge 36 
of the blade 16 and the leading edge 38 of the blade 
18 are extended in an aft and fore direction respectively 
so that in at least one pitch position of the blades the 
trailing edge of the forward blade and the leading edge 
of the aft blade are in close proximity. This condition is 
usually the take-off position when the effective camber 
of the combined blades is relatively high. In this instance 
it is desired to obtain a smooth turning of the air by the 
combination of both the blades. _ 
As seen in Fig. 9 to illustrate a typical case, the blade 

16 is set approximately at an angle of 20° relative to the 
plane of rotation While the blade 18 is iixed at 45 °, and 
with an indexing angle between adjacent blades of 25°, 
the effective camber of the combined blades 16 and 18 
is relatively large. This provides high camber and high 
lift for the slow forward speeds and high thrust during 
take-olf. It will be noted here that the gap 40 between 
the blades 16 and 18 remains substantially small and con 
stant throughout the span of the blades. In this ñgure 
the gap appears to be tapered somewhat but this appear 
Vance results from-the twist of the blade. 
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Fig. l0 is similar to Fig. 9 but shows the blades 16 and 

18 in an intermediate position between the take-off and 
the cruise. Accordingly, this arrangement of blades will 
result in a somewhat reduced effectiveness of the coop 
erating effect of each pair of blades as compared to that 
in the take-otî condition. Thus, the resulting interme 
diate level of eíîective camber would be consistent with 
the requirement for a continuously decreased level of 
effective camber between take-off and cruise. 

In Fig. l1 the blade 16 has now been moved for exam 
ple to the 45° pitch position so that it is at substantially 
the same relative angle with the plane of rotation as is 
the airfoil 18‘. In this position of the blades the free 
stream can flow individually over each of the blades 
16 and 1S without the flow from the front blade 16 sig 
nilicantly altering the flow over the rear blade 18. 
The governor 24 shown in Fig. 7 can vary the pitch of 

the blade 16 as any normal speed governor does. At low 
forward speeds during take-off the pitch of the blades 
16 would be moved to about the 20° setting and the com 
bination of the blades 16 and 1S would present a unitary 
high cambered airfoil section to the oncoming stream. 
This will produce the necessary high thrust at the low 
forward speeds. As the speed is increased up until the 
cruise condition the governor 24 will vary the pitch of 
the blade 1‘6 such that it will assume the cruise condition 
(see Figs. 6 and 1l) wherein each of the blades 16 and 
18 act as individual blade elements in the free airstream. 
As a result of this invention a highly efficient propeller 

combination has been provided which will provide high 
thrust and low drag at low forward speeds as well as 
good efliciency at high forward speeds. During take 
off a very efticient high thrust producing arrangement is 
provided while in the cruise condition a low drag efficient 
arrangement of the blades is presented to the oncoming 
airstream. 

Furthermore, with a speed governor operating on the 
forward set of blades this novel device provides an auto 
matic variation in camber of a blade array with changes 
in speed. 

Although only one embodiment of this invention has 
been illustrated and described herein, it will be apparent 
that various changes may be made in the construction 
and arrangement of the various parts without departing 
from the scope of the novel concept. 
What it is desired by Letters Patent is: 
1. A propeller having an axis of rotation and including 

two banks of blades with the blades in each bank being 
similar in length, hub means for mounting said blades, 
each of said banks including a like number of blades, 
said blades having twist, the blades of both banks being 
driven at the same speed in the same direction, the blades 
of one bank being angularly indexed about the axis of 
rotation relative to the blades of the other bank such that 
the pitch changing axes of blades in one bank form 
acute angles with the corresponding axes of the blades 
in the other bank, `and means for varying the pitch of 
the blades of one bank relative to the pitch of the other 
bank. 

2. In a propeller having a plurality of banks of blades, 
an axis of rotation, means for mounting the blades for 
simultaneous rotation about said axis in the same direc 
tion and at the same speed, each of said blades having 
twist, the blades of one bank having corresponding coop 
erating blades in the other bank which cooperating blades 
as a pair form a continuous airfoil having an effective 
camber, the blades of one bank having their pitch-chang 
ing axes indexed about said axis relative to the cooperat 
ing blades of the other bank so as to form an acute angle 
therebetween, means for varying the pitch of the blades 
of one of said banks relative to the pitch of the blades of 
the other of said banks thereby to vary the effective cam 
ber of each pair of cooperating blades, the trailing edge 
of the forward blade and the leading edge of the aft 



s . 
blade of said cooperating blades being tapered in planv 
`form such that in at least one pitch position they remain 
adjacent each other throughout their length. , . . Y 

3. In an aeronautical propeller having an axis 0f~ rota 
tion, a hub, a plurality ofblades radially extending from 
said hub, each of said blades having twist,` said blades in 
cluding two. banks in tandem, »andone bank of blades 
being located immediately adjacent 'respective blades of 
thelotherbank, said blades normally being at anangle of . 
vattack relative to the` oncoming stream, the blades of one 
lbank being angularly indexed about the axis of rotation 
relative to the cooperating blades of the other bank, said 
blades being so aligned »that the trailing edge of the for 
ward blade is located adjacent the leading edge «of the 
aft blade in at least one pitch position of the'blades, and 
means for varying the pit-ch of the blades in one bank 
relative to the pitch of the blades Vin the other bank to 
vary theeffectiveîcarnber of the combined array of blades 
of both banks.» . - ' '1 . 

4. In a propeller having a plurality of banks of blades, 
an axis of rotation, ̀ means for mounting the‘bladesfor 
simultaneous rotation ‘about said 'axis-in the same ldirec 
tion and at the same speed, said blades having twist, the 
blades of 011e> bank having corresponding cooperating 
blades in the other bank which cooperating blades as a 
pair form an effective continuous airfoil having an effec 
tive camber, the blades of one bank being indexed about 
said axis so that the'pitch-change axes of the cooperating 
blades form an acute angle, means for- varying the pitch 
of the blades of one ofsaid banksrelative to the pitch 
of the blades of the other of said banks thereby to lvary 
the effective camber of each pair of cooperating blades. 

5. A propeller having an axis of rotation and including 
two banks of blad‘es with the blades in each bank having 
twist, hub means for mounting said blades, each of said 
banks including a like number of blades, the blades of 
both banks being driven at the same speed in the same 
direction, the blades of one bank being angularly indexed 
about the axis of rotation relative to the blades of the 
other bank such that the pitch-changing axes of adjacent 
blades in each bank form acute angles with each other, 
and adjacent blades form cooperating lairfoils having an 
effective camber, means for varying the pitch of the blades 
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the leading edge of the rear blade in the camber 

, position and the chord of the front blade beingat a higher 
,angle relative to said than the chord of the rear 
blade, Iand the chords of said blades being substantially 
parallel to each other in the low camber position of said 
units. ` . 

8. In an aeronautical propeller having Yan axis of 4rota 
tion, said propeller including at least twopropeller units, 
each unit rotatable in the same direction about said axis 
comprising front and rear blades located one substan 
tially immediately behind the other but indexed at an 
angle relative to- each other about said laxis, said angle 
ranging below 35°, each of said blades having a twist 
from shank -to tip, meansfor adjusting the pitch of the 
front blade only to vary the eifective camber of each unit, 
the rear blade being lixed in pitch, the trailing edge of 

- the front blade being located adjacent the leading edge of 
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of one of said banks, and means for automatically vary- ' 
ing the effective camber of said cooperating airfoils in 
cluding speed responsive means for ̀ controlling said pitch 
varying means. 

6. In an aeronautical propeller having an axis of rota 
tion, said propeller including at least two propeller blade 
units extending radially from said axis, said blades hav 
ing twist, each unit rotatable in the same direction about 
said axis and comprising two blades located one substan 
tially immediately behind the other, the blades of one 
unit being Kangu‘larly indexed about .the axis of rotation 
relative to the cooperating blades of the other unit, means 
for adjusting the pitch of one of said two blades of each 
unit to vary the effective camber of each unit, the «trail 
ing edge of the front blade being located adjacent the 
leading edge of the rear blade in the high camber position 
and the chord of one blade being at a higher angle rela 
tive to said axis than the chord of the other blade there 
by forming a high camber substantially continuous air 
foil unit, and the chords of said blades being substan 
tially at the same angle relative to said axis in the low 
camber position of each of said units. 

7. In an aeronautical propeller having an axis of rota 
tion, said propeller including at least two propeller blade 
units extending radially from said axis, >each of said 
blades having twist, each unit rotatable in the same direc 
tion about said axis and comprising front and rear blades 
located one substantially immediately behind the other, 
the blades of one unit being angularly indexed about the 
axis of rotation relative to the cooperating blade of the 
other unit, means for »adjusting the pitch of one of said 
two blades to vary the eñective camber of eachunit, the 
trailing edge ofthe front blade being located @adjacent 
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the rear blade in the high camber position yand the chord 
of «the front blade being at a higher »angle relative to said 
axis than the chord of the rear blade, ‘and the chords of 
said blades being substantially at the same angle relative 
to said axis in the low camber position of each of said 
units. 

9. In an aeronautical propeller having an axis of rota 
tion, a hub, a plurality of blade units extending from said 
hub, each of -said blades having twist, Veach said blade unit 
comprising cooperating fore and aft blade elements, 
the fore blade element of one unit being angularly in 
dexed about the Iaxis` of rotation with respect to the oo 
operating aft blade element 'of the other unit, means for 
varying the pitch of one of said blade elements With 
respect to the 'other blade element of each unit, said one 
blade element being movable to a relatively high angle 
with respect to said axis thereby forming effectively with 
the other blade element a substantially high cambered 
airfoil and also being movable to a position whereby the 
chords of the two elements are substantially at the same 
angle with respect to said axis thereby together forming 
a low cambered airfoil. ' Y 

l0. In an aeronautical propeller having an axis of rota 
tion, a plurality of blade units rotatable simultaneously 
in the same direction about said axis, each said blade unit 
comprising cooperating fore and a'ft blade elements, the 
fore blade element of one unit being angularly indexed 
about the axis of rotation with respect to> the cooperating 
aft yblade element of the other unit, each of said blade ele 
ments having a twist, means for varying the pitch of said 
forward blade element with respect to the aft blade ele 
ment of each unit, said forward blade element being mov 
able to a relatively high angle with respect to said axis 
thereby forming effectively with the aft blade element a 
substantially high cambered airfoil, and said forward 
blade element also being movable to a position whereby 
the chords of the two elements are substantially at the 
same angle with respect to said axis thereby together 
forming a low ca‘mbered airfoil. 

ll. An> laeronautical propeller including hub means 
having an .axis of rotation, fro‘nt and rear sets of blades ' 
of substantially the same diameter mounted in said hub 
means for simultaneous rotation in the same direction and 
at the same speed, each of said blades decreasing in pitch 
throughout its length in a spanwise direction to provide 
twist, the‘ blades of each set being mounted behind co 

y o‘perating blades of the other set, said cooperating blades 
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being indexed about said axis of rotation so that their 
longitudinal axes form a iixedV acute angle, said rear set 
normally having the blades thereof at an angle with re~ 
spect to said axis which represents the cruise condition 
of flight, said front set of Iblades Ábeing mounted fou~ vari 
able pitch, means «for varying the pitch of said front set 
of blades relative to the rear set of blades whereby in the 
take-olf condition the chord of the front cooperating 
blade is at Va higher angle with respect to said axis than 
the rear cooperating blade to form with the rear cooperat 
ing blade a substantially continuous airfoil of over-all rel 
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atively high camber, and said cooperating blades in the 
cruise condition having their respective chords at substan 
tially the same yangle relative to said axis thereby forming 
separate airfoils having relatively low camber and cho‘rds 
substantially parallel and spaced around said axis. ,Y 

12. An aeronautical propeller including hub means 
having an ̀ axis of rotation, front andrear sets of blades of 
substantially ythe same diameter mounted in said hub 
means for simultaneous rotation in the same direction 
and at the same speed, each of said blades having a twist, 
one o'f said sets of -blades being mounted immediately 
behind the other, each of the blades of the front set hav 
ing a corresponding cooperating blade in the rear set, said 
cooperating blades being indexed about said axis of rota 
tion so that their longitudinal axes form a fixed acute 
angle which can range below 35°, said front set of blades 
being mounted for variable pitch, means for varying the 
pitch of said front set of blades whereby in the take-off 
condition the chord of the front cooperating blade is at 
-a higher angle with respect to said axis than the rear co 
operating blade but at a lesser angle of attack with respect 
td the relative air to form with the r-rear cooperating blade 
a substantially continuous airfoil of over-all relatively 
high camber, and said cooperating blades in the cruise 
condition having their respective chords at substantially 
the same angle lrelative to said axis thereby forming sep 
arate airfoils having relatively low camber and chords 
substantially parallel to each other and spaced around 
said axis. 

13. An aeronautical propeller including hub means 
having an `axis o'f rotation, front and rear sets of blades 
of substantially the same diameter mounted in said hub 
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means for simultaneous rotation in the same direction and 
at the same speed, each -of s‘aid blades having twist, one 
of said sets of blades being mounted immediately behind 
«the other, each of the blades of the front set having a 
corresponding cooperating blade in the rear set, said co’ 
operating blades being indexed about said axis of rotation 
so that their longitudinal axes form a yfixed acute angle 
which can range below 35°, said rear set having the blades 
thereof iixed in pitch at `an angle with respect -to said axis 
which represents the cruise condition of flight, said front 
set' of blades being mounted for variable pitch, means for 
varying the pitch of said front set of blades whereby in 
the take-off condition the chord of the front cooperating 
blade is at a higher angle with respect to said axis than 
the rear cooperating blade but at `a lesser `angle of attack 
with respect to the relative air to form with the rear co 
operating blade a substantially continuous airfoil of over 
all relatively high camber, and said cooperating blades in 
the cruise condition having their respective chords at sub 
stantially the same 4angle relative to said axis thereby 
forming separate airfoils having relatively low camber 
and chords substantially parallel to each other and spaced 
around said axis, and means responsive to the speed of 
rotation of the propeller ‘for automatically controlling 
said pitch varying means. 
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